Do you know what government is doing?

Every day, elected officials, appointed officials, and agencies signal strategically important positions that you and your organization need to know.

Time, cost and effort are required to understand the full potential impact of government actions upon organizational interests. With thousands of poorly organized non-indexed publishing points across the U.S. Federal government, most organizations are left without timely access to mission critical sources of information.

The impact of government decision-making on your organization

Organizations face increasingly complex challenges in remaining on top and ahead of changes in the political, legislative and regulatory landscapes most likely to impact their interests.

Failure to be and stay well informed regarding government actions exposes organizations to greater risk, loss of opportunities and potential financial harm as well as reputational damage.
The Solution – Visibility Into Government

Our early warning system and analytics empowers clients to know who in government is saying what on any issue at any time. Key benefits include:

- **Political and Economic Risk Analysis** – By identifying and tracking key voices in the political process, our users are better placed to anticipate and mitigate sources of legislative and regulatory risk.

- **Organizational Intelligence** – Access to the conversation occurring across government enables our users to extract unique insights and inform their internal decision-making, producing more favorable organizational outcomes.

- **Competitive Advantage** – Visibility into the political, legislative and regulatory landscapes, better positions VOXGOV users to anticipate emerging opportunities that might otherwise be missed.

- **Influencing Government Outcomes** – Seeing the full spectrum of US government communications enables our users to be more proactive in the conduct of their government affairs activities, and strategic efforts to influence the process.

Key differentiators

The largest, most comprehensive and up-to-date coverage of the conversation from government in a single user interface

- Custom-built solutions engineered to bring order to government publishing with emphasis on ease of use
- An unparalleled view into the depths of Agency data
- Continued innovation ensures users benefit from an increasing range of sources, content and insights
- Business intelligence from VOXGOV improves decision-making processes that contribute to better organizational outcomes

Why Voxgov

- Ease of access to over 9,000 sources
- Extracted metadata for added insights
- Patented filtering system for rapid discovery
- Constantly updating content, 24x7
- Extensive share, feed, alert and reporting capabilities
- Advanced visualization, content analysis, and reporting tools
- more...
What others are saying

Jean O’Grady, Head of Information Services at DLA Piper, Global Law Firm:
“A veritable goldmine of hidden US government insights and trends.”

“VOXGOV is clearly a resource addressing the specialized need of lobbying and government affairs professionals. The product also offers unique materials for researchers and lawyers in any regulatory practice as well as a wide variety of litigation needs.”

Jeremy Darrington, Librarian, Princeton University Library:
“... a unique database with great content and powerful searching tools for studying the communications of actors within the federal government.”

Bob Ambrogi, Author of LawSites Blog – “Tracking New Technologies for Law Firms”:
“Voxgov would be a useful service for lobbyists and government-affairs lawyers, generalcounsel, and any lawyer with a significant need to track government activity on specific topics across a range of sources and in real time.”

Choice, Library Product Review - The Premier Review Journal of New Academic Titles:
“voxgov serves as a single access point of discovery for the vast universe of content that is U.S. federal government documents, and offers users powerful visualization and report-building tools.”

Our users

- **Industry**: risk & compliance officers, corporate counsel
- **Government**: US federal, state, municipal, and foreign governments
- **Law Firms**: researchers, practice groups, practice development
- **Higher Education**: Political Science, Law, Journalism
- **Advocacy**: NGOs, interest groups, political action groups
- **Media**: industry specific, political media, campaigns
- **Lobbyists**: government relations specialists, influencers
Coming Soon – Voxgov Energy

As previewed at AALL

We are pleased to announce the upcoming Fall release of VOXGOV ENERGY built to meet the specific needs of energy industry experts.

Special features include:

- Legislative and Executive resources for energy-specific discovery
- Content included comes from Federal Government and ALL 50 States
- Detecting Energy trends

Regulatory documents including Comments, Supporting Documents, and Meetings are presented in our unified regulatory timeline, showcasing every step in the life of energy regulations in a single view for greatly improved efficiency, ease of use and accuracy.

For inquiries: sales@voxgov.com